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We are progressing well in our preparation work before we descend
on Dubai in late November for ISSA's 55th Convention – and we
welcome all ISSA members to attend. The quality of this year's
conference is of the highest standard and the networking will be
exceptional, especially considering the fact that InterManager,
which is the global association of in-house and third party ship
managers, has decided to hold its AGM in Dubai alongside our
convention.

As many of you will know, ISSA has worked hard to
strengthen its ties with the world’s owners and ship managers
and the speaker line-up at this year’s event will reflect this with
quite possibly one of the most impressive collection of prominent
ship managers that will have been seen at a maritime conference
anywhere this year. I can guarantee an excellent event for all who
attend and I, for one, will be looking forward to welcoming many
ISSA friends from the four corners of the ISSA world.

It has been a busy time for ISSA, the Secretariat, Executive
Committee and myself as your President over the past three
months or so with a visit to the World Customs Organisation in
Brussels in April, being one of the highlights. We are very grateful
to WCO Secretary General, Kunio Mikuriya and his team for their
hospitality in hosting our board meeting.

ISSA’s determination to maintain a high profile with the world’s
ship owners and managers was also put to good use in early May

when I was asked to present a paper on the issues facing the
world’s ship suppliers at the biennial ship management summit in
Limassol, Cyprus organised by the highly respected Ship
Management International magazine. I spoke about the need for
owners and managers to work more closely with ship suppliers in
these tough financial times. I told delegates at the conference that
ship managers and ship suppliers found themselves in the same
boat when it came to dealing with ship owners’ cash flow
problems. Now was the time for owners to be more upfront with
their suppliers if they are experiencing problems, I warned, as late
payment can have disastrous effects on suppliers’ own cash flow

As many of you will know, ISSA has worked hard
to strengthen its ties with the world’s owners and
ship managers and the speaker line-up at this
year’s event will reflect this with quite possibly
one of the most impressive collection of
prominent ship managers that will have been seen
at a maritime conference anywhere this year

Dear ISSA Members and Maritime Colleagues
Foreword
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and their ability to supply ships in the world’s major ports. 
Late payment and, in some cases, the non-payment of ship

supply invoices, is a growing concern for ship chandlers in the
world’s ports and causes us further concern now we are in the
midst of the global downturn and the slump in shipping
movements. I emphasised that we were working as an
association to help our members by showing owners the impact
their slow paying has on the ability of companies to continue to
supply them. Other innovative ideas are under active
consideration to get around this problem but it remains our
principal cause of concern on behalf of our members. 

Those of you who have visited the new ISSA website
(www.shipsupply.org), choc full of news, views and important
information about the global world of ship supply and ISSA, will
have seen my video address about our drive to find and award

the Ship Supplier of the Year for 2010. The award has been
designed to acknowledge excellence in world ship supply in
whatever form and it will be presented to the lucky winner at this
year’s ISSA55 Convention and Trade Fair in Dubai on November
20/21. This year’s award ties in with our theme of honouring our
human resources and as such we are looking for that special
individual who puts ship supply, and the ship supply industry first. 

So get those nominations in by letting the ISSA Secretariat
know either by phone +44 (0) 20 7626 6236; Fax: +44 (0) 20
7626 6234 or by email: secretariat@shipsupply.org.

Finally, I would like to touch on the issue of the environment
and the newly launched Green ISSA initiative. We launched the
initiative in response to the growing pressure for the shipping
industry to act responsibly towards the environment. Ship
suppliers have an important role to play in acknowledging their
environmental footprint.

I want all ship suppliers to be at the forefront in putting the
environment first when it comes to the services they provide,
underlining the need to be more vigilant about the type and
content of shipboard waste they may be asked to dispose of. You
need to be fully aware of the complexities of international as well
as regional and national legislation governing the disposal of
hazardous and noxious substances as suppliers can find
themselves caught up in a legal and legislative nightmare if they
are pressurised to dispose of what they believe is harmless
shipboard waste. 

I would like to know what you as ISSA members are doing as
part of the Green ISSA initiative. How seriously do you regard the
environment and what checks and balances are you putting in
place to ensure the operations you undertake are not only
environmentally-safe but also environmentally award and
embracing of the need for change in old habits.

You can send in your comments and views tothe ISSA
Secretariat either by phone +44 (0) 20 7626 6236; Fax +44 (0) 20
7626 6234 or by email secretariat@shipsupply.org

Jens Olsen
ISSA President

Late payment and, in some cases, the non-
payment of ship supply invoices, is a growing
concern for ship chandlers in the world’s
ports and causes us further concern
now we are in the midst of the global downturn
and the slump in shipping movements 

I want all ship suppliers to be at the forefront in
putting the environment first when it comes to the
services they provide, underlining the need to be
more vigilant about the type and content of
shipboard waste they may be asked to dispose of
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The Finnish Ship Suppliers Association has seen many recessions and
booms during its 64-year history. “The environment is changing all the
time and it may just be that we don’t give enough attention to it. But
when we look back, for example five to 10 years, it is easy to notice
all the changes that have happened,” says association president, Matti
Kokkala.

“What the Finnish Ship Suppliers Association does for its
members is to create the best possible operational legislative
environment in co-operation with the authorities,” he says. “Other
areas are seminars and education, which we have organised for
members on a yearly basis. We have followed these principles for
decades and we have not planned to make any major changes to
these plans due to the recession”

According to Mr Kokkala, the ship supply industry in Finland has
evolved into two main categories; big and small companies. The
former enjoy turnover with tiny margins while the smaller companies
see moderate turnover with reasonable margins. The association
estimates that total annual turnover of the ship supply industry in
Finland is around €200m and that its members account for around
€190m of the amount. 

“The recession has had an impact on all of us,” says Mr
Kokkala. “During the spring there were clear signs of recovery but
the stevedoring strike in March which lasted for a couple of weeks

had a severe effect on our industry and there was nothing  we could
do. I wonder whether we have seen all the problems yet. In my
opinion there will be more bankruptcies among ship owners and
therefore our members should be very careful with their credits.”

The association has succeeded in creating what Mr Kokkala
describes as a very easy operational procedure in co-operation with
Finnish Customs. Members use a simplified procedure when
delivering stores to vessels. “In other words we are able to make the
deliveries straight to the vessel and just report electronically
afterwards to Customs on a monthly basis.”

Asked whether he is confident the next generation is being put
in place, with necessary funding for training and developing the
necessary skills base, Mr Kokkala says: “As an ISSA executive vice
president my former responsibility was education and training and
this question is very close to my heart.” 

In Finland the association has held seminars on leadership and
marketing, among other things, and a couple of years ago
subsidised tickets to a seminar held by Jack Welch in Helsinki.
Further afield, the association organised education seminars in
Athens in 2004 and in Copenhagen the following year but it has not
been able to build on these because there has not been enough
interest from companies. Questions also remain over the scale of
investment for the next generation of ship suppliers, he says.

Finland
Is the worst of the recession still to bite?

Scandinavia and Germany
Denmark
Quality and price the key to customer choice
“Of course the recession has had an impact on our members, but
not at a level where we have seen members go bankrupt or close
down their businesses. We have asked our members to take care
and secure payment in particular from customers and not grant
credit where they are unsure about the solvency of their customers.”

So says Leif Hermansen, chairman of the Danish Ship-
suppliers Association, whose executive committee has been
working to update members continuously.

“Not all markets have experienced negative growth. The
recession is not over yet so we must secure customers who are
able and willing to pay and, at the same time, in collaboration with
customers, we must find a level as to quality and price in order to
enable the customer to make a choice,” he says.

Questioned as to whether there is too much regulation and/or
legislative, environmental and other demands hampering the way
members operate in these financially difficult times Mr Hermansen

responds: “At present we are seeing a lot of new regulations and
amendments from the European Union which will affect our
everyday life, but this affects all industries, not just ship supply.

“Denmark is a small country,” he says. “The 16 Danish
Shipsuppliers Association members are divided among a few big
and a majority of minor companies. All companies dealing with
ship supply are members of Danish Shipsuppliers Association. 

“Some members have implemented their own training
programmes in order to secure skilled employees who will be able
to carry on the business in the future,” he says.

The world’s major maritime exhibitions are viewed as ideal for
marketing and networking. SMM in Hamburg is the largest of its
kind and, according to Mr Hermansen, some association
members will visit SMM in September, but only as visitors. “Our
members usually go to see custonmers at their company
addresses.”





Germany
Cost and savings cuts increase the pressure

Forty seven representatives of 31 member companies gathered in
Hamburg on April 28 to hear German Shipsuppliers Association
president Hennig Engels reveal that the association “had again
successfully represented the interests of its members” in 2009 and
that the trend of German ship supply would go towards further
internationalisation and all-round global supply. 

The world-wide economic and financial crises had affected
German ship suppliers with short time, redundancies and
insolvencies announced. Ship suppliers, he said, depended
directly or indirectly on ship owners, shipyards, ship managers,
manufacturers and other supply companies so it was not a
surprise that the trend towards cost reduction, savings and
pressure on prices had led to a critical situation for ship suppliers.

The meeting heard that Germany’s ship supply Industry had
performed with “limited success” in 2009. While business cooled
further and container shipping declined strongly, the general tone
was one of only slight decline and matched the levels seen a year

12 Scandinavia and Germany Regional Focus
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earlier. Positive developments were unveiled in the catering and
technical supply sectors though there were decreases in the
provisions and spare parts segments. 

Orientation towards cruise shipping, regular exports and
quality was reported while the strong euro resulted in an increase
in sales from the United States to US cruise ships in Europe. 

Bad payments, particularly from international clients with
delays of 150 days or more in 2009, were mentioned specifically.

In the areas of duty free and tax free goods, the meeting
heard that the overall result for 2009 matched the level of 2008;
ship supply had decreased and catering and cruise ship supply
had increased and overall German ship suppliers were positive
about future developments in the maritime sector.

The guest speakers at this year’s annual general meeting,
Peter-Harry Carstensen, minister-president of Schleswig-Holstein,
and Frank Horch, president of the Hamburg Chamber both
discussed federal government support measures for Germany’s
maritime industry and the country’s ports. 

As of the end of 2009 the association comprised 148
companies including general suppliers and specialists covering
office products, deck and engine stores, ropes, electric spare
parts, marine paints, paper products, meat products, frozen food,
beverages, catering, lights, life-saving equipment, hand cleansers,
chemical products, textiles, communications technology  and
manufacturers.

Germany’s maritime industries will be to the fore when more
than 50,000 trade visitors and 2,000 exhibitors from over 60
countries converge on Hamburg from Sept 7 to 10 this year for
the 24th running of SMM.

More than 180 exhibitors will be making their debuts at this
year’s event and in addition to the strong German presence there
will be an unprecedented 30 national pavilions including India,
which is seeking to increase its share of the global shipbuilding
market to 2.2% in 2012 and to 7.5% by 2016/17, Sweden and
Singapore.

The emphasis, according to organiser Hamburg Messe, will
be on greener technology and environmental awareness in
shipbuilding, lower marine diesel fuel consumption and emission
levels and improved automation and navigation systems heading
the agenda. Developments in bilge water management and
disposal systems will also come under intense scrutiny.

Visitors will be able to attend some 150 workshops, symposia
and meetings are scheduled to take place at SMM including a
Ship Finance Forum on Sept 6, the day before the official opening
and a global maritime environmental conference on Sept 7 and 8
which is expected to bring together more than 700 people from
all sides of the industry, government and academia. One panel will
be chaired by Spyros Polemis, chairman of the International
Chamber of Shipping.  

Scandinavia and Germany Regional Focus  13
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While the financial crisis that hit the financial world late in 2008 did
not have a major impact on Norwegian ship suppliers operating in
Norway, international companies were affected by the decline in
business. Global ship suppliers like EMS and Wilhelmsen Ship
Service were undoubtedly exposed to the global reduction in
activity.

Now, says Runar Paulsen, past president of Norwegian
Maritime Suppliers, the major players are recovering slowly. Last
year, Norway’s shipyards worked to maximum capacity and
coastal traffic as well as oil and gas transports remained at
constant levels, says Mr Paulsen. 

“This means that local ship suppliers enjoyed normal levels of
activity and some have even seen business volumes increase”.

The number of members of Norwegian Maritime Suppliers
increased last year and stands at  42 companies and affiliates; a
recent study by Norwegian Maritime Suppliers’ secretariat
indicated overall turnover of Nkr 25bn ($4.2bn).

“Our members are quite optimistic,” says Mr Paulsen. “Oil and
gas activities are slowly increasing in the north and the deal struck
between the Norwegian and Russian governments clarifying the
border between the countries from the mainland up to the Arctic
gives optimism for the future.  

“Mid-country oil and gas and fishing activities continue at a
reasonably brisk level and are not causing problems for our
industry.  In the Ålesund area the main shipyards are operating at

high capacity and after two years of gloomy prospects, sentiment
has changed. We are seeing signs of new orders which gives
optimistic signals for the not-too-distant future. 

“In the south oil and gas activities are running at a stable level
and there has not been any major impact on our business.
Companies have been more concerned about prospects for late
2010 and 2011 though gradually the world seems to be
recovering and people are more relaxed.”

With no contracts placed with domestic yards for the best
part of two years, technical ship suppliers have increased their
efforts to obtain positions in more distant markets including Brazil,
India, Vietnam and China. 

“Domestic yards have asked for cost reductions and we have
had a new wave of cost cuts at the suppliers’ end which, in turn,
normally lead to outsourcing of production or higher automisation.
In general equipment manufacturers remain internationally
competitive,” says Mr Paulsen.

On the legislative front Norwegian Maritime Suppliers’
members have expressed concern about environmental taxes on
emissions which, they feel, may cause vessels to avoid
Norwegian ports for supplies and bunkers.

“As far as custom duties are concerned Norwegian Maritime
Suppliers is currently engaged in positive dialogue with the
authorities and new legislation was implemented in January
2009,” says Mr Paulsen.

A solid economy has proved a major boon to the Swedish ship
supply sector during the recession with just one member of the
Swedish Shipsuppliers Association succumbing to bankruptcy.

“We have no statistics about how revenues have changed in
our member companies but of course the world recession has had
an impact on our members’ revenues,” says association secretary-
general Kenneth Odéus.

“A lot of our members serve ferries, oil tankers and oil platforms
in the North Sea and the Baltic in industries that have not been that
affected by the world crisis. 

The strength of Sweden’s economy was demonstrated at the
end of the first quarter when a National Institute of Economic
Research  report revealed that service industries would continue to
contribute strongly to GDP growth in the next few years. GDP
growth in calendar-adjusted terms would be 2.1% this year and
3.8% in 2011. 

In the slumping international economy, the Swedish services
sector, particularly trade, had been less hard-hit than
manufacturing and output in the services sector had recently
started to pick up, the report added.

”You have to be competitive  towards your European
competitors and give your customers excellent service at good
prices,” says Mr Odéus, pointing out that the work being done to
put Swedish firms on the same level playing field as European rivals
“is very promising for the future of the industry in Sweden.

“We can also see a growing trend in shipping transportation as
the trend towards globalisation will give the industry possibilities to
grow. And we can also see that a new generation of ship suppliers
is coming in the industry, which is very promising for the future.”

The industry in Sweden comprises some 30 companies
located principally in major ports including Göteborg, Stockholm
and Malmö/Helsingborg, according to Mr Odéus.
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Norway
Major players recovering slowly from recession

Sweden
Sound economic base underscores activity
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The 110-member Dutch Ship Suppliers Association is to consider new
techniques in improving and maintaining optimal working conditions
for its members. 

Chairman Dirk J. Cupido said the association was reassessing
its ‘roadmap’ to sustain sound working conditions in response to
current market conditions.

“We see the world around us changing rapidly,” he said.
“Developments with regard to communication technology have
made our market transparent and consequently more competitive; a
market which in the recent past was closed and protected by time
and distances. 

“This forces all participants in the market, but especially the ship
supplier, to improve their level of professionalism. Certainly in Europe
the days of a ‘traditional industry’ are long gone. The current
economic circumstances emphasise this even more. Today’s

challenges are damage control, environmental, economic and social
issues while at the same time, improving or, at least, maintaining a
level of well being and welfare. We realise, of course, that it is not
the ship supply industry, not even at large, which can make a
difference, but we should bear possible developments in mind,
when thinking about the future.”

To ensure members’ concerns are addressed appropriately, the
association operates a number of working groups dedicated to
issues including customs, veterinary affairs and the International
Ship and Port Facility Security Code. Mr Cupido stressed the
importance of such groups in forging contacts with governmental
bodies on a local, national and European level. 

Mr Cupido confirmed that throughout the process of learning
fresh practices, the association would be supported by a company
specialising in business development and change management. 

“The challenges of the future require a fresh approach where
one should be prepared to let go of past concepts – that goes for
every organisation, be it national, regional or worldwide.”

Dutch ship suppliers develop new
business approach

ISSA & Ship Supply News 17
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A board meeting to relish
The Brussels Atomium and the headquarters
of the World Customs Organization provided
the perfect backdrop for ISSA’s traditional
spring board meeting.

It was the first time that the ISSA board
had met at the WCO and thanks go to the
organisation for its hospitality. ISSA board
members were in jubilant mood following a
lovely dinner the evening before aloft
Brussels’ famous Atomium tourist attraction.

The meeting was important as it also
gave ISSA an opportunity to brief the WCO
and the European Commission about
upgrading work on ISSA’s Quality Standard
2010. Our thanks must go to Kunio
Mikuriya, secretary-general of the WCO who
gave his time to address the ISSA board
and explain how the WCO operated and
how ISSA could contribute to its important
work.

Choe Kun Song, our new board
member for South Korea, was welcomed
to his first ISSA board meeting. Issues
under discussion included Istanbul 54 which
was deemed a resounding success. The
president and secretary also talked about
their visit to the Norwegian Maritime
Suppliers agm and to BIMCO in
Copenhagen and they were also told that
the new ISSA website was up and running.
Board members heard that catalogue sales
continued apace and the 2010 Register had
been distributed to ship owners, managers
and members worldwide. The next board
meeting is scheduled for Dubai on
November 19.

New members from April 2010 
General Ship Supply & Service,
8 rue 2 Mars,
La Goulette 2060,
Tunisia
E-mail: supply.essid@planet.tn

U-Chang International Co. Ltd.,
Bld #19-25 Industrial Circulation Center,
Sangyuk – 2 Dong,
Buk-Gu,
Daegu,
Korea
E-mail: uciulsan@unitel.co.kn

Asian Marine Professionals 
Associated Sdn. Bhd.,
UBN Tower, Letter Box 74, 7th Floor,
10 Jalan P Ramlee,
50250 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
E-mail: sales@ampa.com.my

United Ship Chandlers
Plot No. 167, Sector 1/A,
Gandhidham – Kutch,
Gujarat,
India
E-mail: usc_kandla@yahoo.com

Real Marine Agencies
29 S.P.G. Kovil Street,
Tuiticorin – 628002,
India
E-mail: real_marinetuty@yahoo.co.in

Sodip Sarl,
559 Castelnau Street,
Akwa,
Douala,
Cameroon
E-mail: sodip@sodip.net

British ship suppliers
weathering the storm
It is a case of ‘keep calm and carry on’ for
the British Association of Ship Suppliers. 

Association chairman Bob Blake told
the centenary year meeting onboard HQS
Wellington in London the picture from
members was mixed as far as business
was concerned. Membership was steady
with a small rise in numbers anticipated
and finances were sound.

Mr Blake and Geoff Marchant gave
detailed presentations about ISSA and
OCEAN activities during the past year.
John Davey, director of Cavendish Ships
Stores Ltd (Dover) and Bruce Hailey of
DRG Solicitors (Manchester) were elected
Council members.

Cash flow still an issue
Ship managers and ship suppliers “find
themselves in the same boat” when it
comes to dealing with ship owners’ cash
flow problems, the President of the
International Shipsuppliers & Services
Association has claimed.

Jens Olsen said now was the time for
owners to be more upfront with their
suppliers if they are experiencing
problems as late payment can have
disastrous effects on suppliers’ own cash
flow and their ability to supply ships in the
world’s major ports.
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In response to the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code,
Dutch maritime information and service provider Royal Dirkzwager
has developed a range of information technology solutions for
improving communications services at ports. 

The Dirkzwager ISPS Announcement Service is designed to
simplify the process for prior notification of visitors onboard ships. 

Marc Boekhoud, account manager, said the number of port
visits handled by Royal Dirkzwager’s web service had increased
to over 30,000 each month since the launch of IAS in 2005.

He added: “At the moment the ISPS pre-registration system
works in the port of Rotterdam. The system has handled over
1,800,000 requests so far and this number is still growing every
day. Other ports are interested as well. Royal Dirkzwager is
planning to expand the ISPS pre-registration system in the near
future to other ports.” 

The service was developed after consultation with ship
suppliers, agents, terminals and service companies keen to
simplify time-consuming exercises in Rotterdam. Mr Boekhoud
said that extensive registration procedures for terminal and ship
visitors had led to an “administrative burden” and the service

could improve the efficiency of such procedures.
“Visitors for a ship can announce their visit through the ISPS

web application module which sends the request automatically to
the agent. In the same online environment the agent can approve
(or deny) the visit. The visitor is then updated on the status of his
request frequently,” he said. 

“After the approval of the agent, the system sends visitor
requests automatically to the terminal gate. At the terminal gate,
the system interfaces with several access control systems such
as the Port-Key. When the visitor shows up at the port facility, the
gateman can verify the identity of the visitor and the status of the
request. After this, verification access can be granted.”

The system is designed to be used on any PC with standard
internet connection, without the need for any specific hard or
software and in future will be available for mobile devices such as
Blackberry.

Manny Sardis
At the time of going to press, the maritime industry was saddened
to learn of the death of Manny Sardis, owner and managing director
of Unispec Corporation in Greece.

The thoughts and best wishes of everyone in the shipping
industry are extended to his family at this sad time.

An appreciation of the life and work of Mr Sardis will appear in
the next edition of The Ship Supplier.

Royal Dirkzwager
port code boost
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the debate starts here

I
n the 55 years since ISSA was
founded in an initiative led by the
German Shipsuppliers Association,
the maritime industry has seen more

than its share of cyclical fluctuations. This,
after all, is the nature of the beast. 

But no one will have endured the
scale of the current global economic
crisis. And no one will have had to
contend with the impact on every-day
working business practices of the
plethora of legislative, environmental and
quality rules. The convention debate, as
members gather at the Intercontinental in

Dubai on November 20 and 21, is certain
to be lively. It could hardly fail to be so with
keynote speakers including Roberto
Giorgio, president of V.Ships and president
of Intermanager, Mr Ahmed Butti, Head of
Dubai Customs; Svein Pedersen, CEO of
Noah Ship Management; Lars Modin,
President of ITM; Rob Scharff, General
Manager of Stolt Nielson Tankers and Capt
Misra from Emirat Petroleum. Mr
Mohammad Sharaf, managing director of
DP World will open Convention with ISSA
president Jens Olsen.

Delegates gathering in Dubai for theRocky Rocksborough-SmithJens Olsen

Dubai
By Christopher Mayer
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convention and trade exhibition will find a relevant theme under-
pinning the plenary.

Master of ceremonies and ISSA senior executive vice

president Rocky Rocksborough-Smith says the convention

slogan ‘Keep calm and forge ahead’ has never been more

apposite in these tough times.

“Our plenary sessions will focus on “staying the course” in the

face of the most difficult trading conditions any of us can

remember,” he says.

“Ship owners and managers will be telling delegates how to

partner with them to ensure vessels are supplied on time with the

right goods and services and how that translates into speedier

payment.

“While many of the speakers will be Middle East-based and

focused, we have the pleasure of welcoming several

distinguished ship managers to convention this year from across

the globe and I am sure delegates will be delighted to meet and

interact with them and forge those lasting partnerships for the

future.”

Certainly opinion will be divided: Geoff Marchant, ISSA’s

quality expert and a keynote speaker, put his finger firmly on the

industry pulse when he told The Ship Supplier that while talking to

ISSA members about the effect of the global recession on their

businesses he had heard complaints from some that business

levels had dropped while others declared that they had never

been so busy.  

“In the UK, I have had three companies say they cannot

attend the forthcoming annual general meeting as they are too

busy fulfilling orders.” he says. “I have been involved in a small

company which started in January this year in a new trade with a

dedicated ship. It is only six months into the year and we have

had to take on three additional ships on time charter to meet our

commitments.

“Companies who stand still and rely on conventional business

may well suffer, but the individual who goes out and looks for

other business will always find this often available in the most

unlikely areas. It is a golden opportunity to look at the

organisation of our own companies and see how restructuring

and modifications can improve the end financial result.

“Yes, there have been companies who unfortunately have

closed their doors, while others have amalgamated to form a

stronger group.  BASS has had a small growing membership and

in talking with some of our close European associations has also

seen an increase in membership.” 

Mr Marchant is due to give a powerful and pertinent

presentation on quality initiatives. The ISSA Quality Program was

introduced in 2006 based, on the ISO 9000 2000 quality system.

It also took into account the requirements of the International

Ship and Port Facility Security Code, which came into      force in

2004 and where applicable the International Safety Management

Code, adopted by SOLAS in 1994. 

The first certificates were issued in the middle of 2006 and more

than 200 certificates have since been issued.

At the end of 2009, according to Mr Marchant, it became

clear that a number of new issues were facing ISSA members

and in particular the work being undertaken under the auspices of

the World Customs Organization and the certification of

companies to the Authorised Economic Operator requirements.

ISSA had received requests from ship owners to include

additional requirements and by the beginning of June Mr

Marchant had spent five months upgrading the ISSA Quality

Standard to meet the following criteria as applicable to the ship

supply industry: 

The ISO Quality Standard ISO 9001:2008

The ISO Environmental Management 
Systems ISO 14001:2004

The ISO Food Safety Management System ISO
22000:2005 

The latest edition of the ISM Code

The latest edition of the ISPS Code

The principal World Customs Organization requirements 
for Authorised Economic Operator operators.

This has now been completed and received the approval of the
ISSA executive and the ISSA board.  
It will be reprinted and will be formally introduced into the ISSA
framework from January 1 2011. In addition, a new audit control
document is now being drawn up which will be implemented from
January 1st 2011.

”This standard is industry specific and has been highly
praised by many ship owners and the World Customs
Organization,” says Mr Marchant. “It gives a clear
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message to all our customers that ISSA is serious about the
quality of its membership and all new associate members have to
pass the Quality Standard before they are accepted as full ISSA
members.  Many countries that have national associations have
also adopted this criteria for their members.  ISSA has also
appointed a dedicated executive member to be responsible for
the associate members.

”In addition to upgrading the Quality Standard we are also
providing additional guidance for all our members on how they
can obtain through the customs authorities in their own countries
the certification to Authorised Economic Operator status.”

During his address to the convention Mr Marchant will explain
the improvements to the standard, the new audit checklist and
the reasons for the implementation of the AEO system. “By
implementing the ISSA Quality Standard on a voluntary basis, we
are meeting many of the legislative issues that have been
introduced,” says Mr Marchant. “In the previous standard we had
nothing on environmental issues, nothing on World Customs
Organization requirements and nothing on food legislation.  These
are now all incorporated and questions raised by ship owners and
operators on these subjects have now all been covered. 

“While this work has been funded by ISSA it has of course been
for the benefit of the membership and therefore there has been no
additional costs levied on members but the benefits will be
considerable for those who meet the standard and are issued with
the Quality Certificate. There will be a degree of additional financial
costs on individual companies implementing the standard, but by
doing so they should reap the benefit of additional business.

A leading supplier of ships in Yanbu, Jeddah, Rabigh, Duba and Jizan 

ports in Saudi Arabia.

Supplier of quality shipboard provisions and deck and engine stores to 

ships at berth and at anchorage. 

Shipping Agents Tallying Service

• Project Cargo Handling and Chartering

• Husbandry Attendance

• Tramp and Tanker Agent

• Bunkering Agents

• Air Cargo Handling

• Cruise Vessel Agent

• Liner Agents

• Crew Changes/Repatriation

• Clearing and Forwarding

Yanbu Head office

Al-Higgi Trade center, 2nd Floor-King Abdul Aziz Street, P.O Box 156 - Yanbu Al-Bahr- SA

Telephone Number: +966 4 3222046 (5 Lines) | Fax Number: +966 4 3224388

Clearing and Forwarding

• Inland and Forwarding

• Ship Supply Service

|)(p

Telex: 661016 Higgi sj | Toll Free No. 920004888

Email: main@faisal-higgi.com | Website: http://www.faisal-higgi.com
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MOOSAJEE JEEVAJEE ENTERPRISE PVT. LTD.

449/51, Cement Chawl, Katha Bazar,
Mumbai - 400 009, India.
Tel: 00 91 22 - 2342 5969 / 2342 3307

2341 1141 / 4212 3738-39
Fax: 00 91 22 / 2344 3766
Email: moosajee@vsnl.com
Web: www.shipsuppliers.com

Marine distributors for Castrol,
Wilden, Vickers, Garware & Scott

Leading Indian supplier targets Dubai for industry
dialogue with ‘like-minded’ colleagues

Head Office: Rm8E, No.15, Lane1097, Pudong Ave, Shanghai, China. 
Zipcode: 200135 Tel: 86 21 58525826, 86 21 58525856

Fax: 86 21 58525626 Oversea: shhz@shhzship.com

Shanghai Haizhuang Marine
Machinery Equipment Co.,Ltd

Manufacturer & supplier

www.shhzship.com 

Marine Diesel Engine Spare Parts
Turbocharger Set & Parts
Purifier Set & Parts
Air Compressor Set & Parts
Marine Pump Set & Spare Parts
Deck Equipments

hip.com ww

tsts
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Muslim Fakruddin, director at Mumbai-based Moosajee Jeevajee
Ent Pvt Ltd, is keenly anticipating the convention in Dubai and the
opportunity to discuss key issues with like-minded industry
suppliers.

He will be attending inb relatively bullish mood. “India
fortunately, has been least affected by the recession of the
western world because of factors like a highly regulated,
disciplined and conservative banking approach towards random
lending,” says Mr Fakruddin. 

“Its economy is more domestically demand driven and less
dependent on exports (17% only of GDP) and also because it is
one of the emerging economies. Hence, trade and commerce
have been steady during the recessionary years which have
meant fairly stable shipping traffic in and out of India. 

“Being an established supply company, the path towards e-
commerce enabled us to build relationship with some of the
world-renowned ship management companies, offshore
companies and also, by positioning ourselves in a way that we
could supply to ships any port on the entire 7,000 km coastline of
India within 36/48 hrs of an order being placed.  

“India,” says Mr Fakhruddin, “is a developing country and has
its own share of corruption, bureaucracy and a highly over-
regulated system. Hassle-free movement across provincial
borders, VAT application and custom jurisdictions are still issues

that dog the ship supply trade that need to be addressed at
national level. 

“Our country and especially the ports of Mumbai/JNPT and
Chennai/Vizag are in close proximity to the duty-free, high density
ports of Dubai and Singapore and our real challenge comes from
these places. Competition we consider is more from outside than
from within our own country in this ship supply trade,” he says.

Moosajee Jeevajee Ent Pvt Ltd, founded in 1857, supplies a
host of items ranging from food and beverages to
deck, engine, hospitality and speciality items

Mumbai
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including lubricants, pumps, mooring and towing ropes. 
It also offers vessel related services such as small repair jobs,

diving jobs, annual inspection of liferafts, lifeboats & davits, cranes
and cargo gears, CO2 system, LSA and FFA, ship spares
clearance, warehousing and storage facility.  

Mr Fakhruddin believes more attention could be paid towards
Asian ship supplier communities, as this is where most of the
shipping and offshore trade takes place. 

“Indian suppliers [should] be made to form an association of
their own and then progressively have representation to the
various committees and council of ISSA,” he suggests.

He is of the opinion that there should be more interaction
among ship suppliers and that synergies could be used to
promote mutual businesses by exchanging information on “bad
elements” among ship owners and/or managers who fail to pay
their [dues to] suppliers. Such dialogue could also assist in
formulating “preventive measures to increase deterrence against
such bad debts occurring,” he says.

Dubai - need to know
Dubai is the second-largest of the United Arab Emirates,
comprising an area of 3,885 sq m. English ranks alongside
Arabic as the language of commerce. 

Mid-day temperatures range from 35 to 42deg C and
occasionally hit just under 50deg C in the summer, months
from June to September. Between December and March mid-
day temperatures range from 25 to 35 deg C and fall to as low
as 9 deg C at night.

Emirati, Moroccan, Lebanese, Persian and other Arab
dishes are available at a host of restaurants along with
Japanese, Thai, Mediterranean, Indian, German and Chinese
cuisine. Alcohol is not banned.

Arab specialities include:

Hoummus: a dip made from chick peas and sesame
seeds.

Tabbouleh: chopped parsley, mint and crushed wheat.

Ghuzi: a whole roast lamb on a bed of rice mixed with
nuts.

Ware enab: vine leaves stuffed with rice.

Koussa mahsi: stuffed courgettes.

Shawarma: grilled shavings ofm lamb
or chicken mixed
with salad and
rolled inside a
pocket of Arabic
bread.

Matchbous: spiced
lamb with rice.

Hareis: a rich delicay of
slow-cooked wheat
and tender lamb,
seafood servedv with
seasoned rice.

Fact File
“India is a developing country and has its own
share of corruption, bureaucracy and
a highly over-regulated system. Hassle-free
movement across provincial borders, VAT
application and custom jurisdictions
are still issues that dog the ship supply trade
that need to be addressed at national level” 

“Our country and especially the ports of
Mumbai/JNPT and Chennai/Vizag are
in close proximity to the duty-free, high density
ports of Dubai and Singapore and our
real challenge comes from these places” 
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E
gypt’s position as an important
ship supply base has as much
to do with the quality of its
suppliers as with its geographical

position close to the Mediterranean Sea to
the north and the Red Sea to the east.

The country also benefits from the
Suez Canal, one of the world’s major
shipping thoroughfares, whose
geographical position makes it the
shortest waterway between the east and
west. As Naglaa Edward, chief executive
officer of Edwardo Marine Services Co and
chairwoman of the Port Said Business
Women Association says, the Suez Canal
shortens the distance between countries
in the north and those in the south. This
leads to savings in time, fuel consumption
and vessel operating costs. 

The Egyptian government is well
aware of the importance of the maritime
sector and gives special attention to the
development of the shipping industry in
order to keep pace with global
developments in the maritime sector.
Plans are also afoot to regulate the work
flow in these facilities and to ensure they
are operating to the maximum degree of
efficiency. 

The objectives placed and achieved so
far include improving the performance of
maritime systems to be able to compete

internationally and to attract local and
foreign investment into the national
economy. This has been achieved by
improving performance, applying the
terms of the ISPS Code in Egyptian ports,
providing the highest degrees of safety at
sea and using the finest computer and
communications technology, as well as the
establishment of container terminals and
specialised berths.

Efforts are also being made to improve
services to ship suppliers in Egypt. The
development of Egypt’s port facilities has
been supported by the performance and
efficiency of  Egyptian ship suppliers who
have adopted a work ethic which reflects
an efficient and effective level of
performance in the ship supply profession.

This include the application of modern
technology in communications as well as
supply and quality checks for the products
supplied. In addition to that, the right level

of attention is directed to considering the
necessary safety measures during all
supply operations in Egyptian ports.

Local authorities also work hard to
serve the ship supply companies and their
members in the community by providing
social activities in which they can take part
as well as providing health and educational
services to employees in those companies
and their families.

Despite the financial crisis, which has
affected many countries, Egypt has
worked hard to guarantee the best rates
possible compared to other countries.

The city of Port Said was honoured in
December last year with the visit of the
Egyptian President Mohammed Hosny
Mubarak. He met local leaders and
took important decisions concerning
among others, the maritime sector and
navigation.

Some of the major decisions concerning
navigation and the maritime industries were:

Transforming Port Fouad, a district of
the city of Port Said, into an
independent and separate city.

Establishing a new city in Port Said
East. The citizens of Port Said had
suggested calling it Port Mubarak

Establishing a tunnel underneath the
Suez Canal which will include three
lanes, one of which will be for a
railway.

Starting the establishment of a new
container terminal that would form the
3rd stage in East Port Said Port.

During his field trips to major factories in
Port Said, President Mubarak identified the
need to provide training so young graduates
could have the necessary knowledge and
experience to qualify them for the labour
market.

Based on his recommendations,
leaders of the Egyptian Democratic Party
in Port Said under the leadership of
Mahmoud El-Menyawy, the general
secretary of the party, developed the
programme for providing training courses
to young graduates in many fields.

The most important of these courses
was the one in Maritime English which will
be of immense benefit to young graduates
and qualify them for working in the
profession of ship supply and a variety of
other maritime sectors.

These training courses were held in
association with the Port Said Chamber of
Shipping under the leadership of Adel El-
Lamey, chairman of the Port Said
Chamber of Shipping. 

Further assistance was provided by a
number of prestigious professors and
instructors from the various specialist
maritime academies and institutions.
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The nature of the local market in
Egypt guarantees that whatever
needs are requested by the 
vessel will be met. And that all
supplied products will meet
necessary price and quality levels to
guarantee the satisfaction  of the
vessel’s master and his crew.

Egypt going from strength
to strength

Naglaa Edward - Suez Canal a huge benefit
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Brazil’s growing economic and industrial presence on the
global shipping, oil and gas sector stages and consequent
demand for first class ship agency and related services,
has prompted GAC Group to open a full ship agency

operation in Rio de Janeiro.
The team, operating under the title GAC Brazil, will liaise with

a network of approved sub agents to offer a wide range of port
agency services, husbandry services, crew changes, medical
assistance and provisions at all major Brazilian ports. 

"We operate in a world where clients want more integrated
service packages and the savings that come out of it,” says
Rodrigo De Marco, GAC Brazil's managing director. “GAC Brazil
aims to provide differentiated shipping and logistics services to its
principals and clients, which will guarantee the maximum
efficiency in our services for shipping and logistics business.”

The company, he says, also meets the needs of the
“burgeoning” energy sector for mobilisation, demobilisation,
offshore support and crew transfers, as well as sectors including
dry bulk, general cargo, tankers and roll-on roll-off. Its designated
ships spares logistics department provides nationwide coverage
for door-to-deck delivery of parts. 

Brazil's mineral and agriculture exports are rapidly growing
and the new operation offers what the company describes as an
attractive and reliable alternative to the country's often
fragmented local agency market.

It says this is complemented by its range of logistics services
including air, sea, road, ship spares and project cargo logistics,
customs clearance and bonded warehousing. 

Robert Olsson, general manager, Shipping Services, GAC
Brazil, describes the establishment of a ship agency under GAC’s
own name 

as a natural step for the group to serve both existing customers in
the country and to attract new business. 

"Growth potential in Brazil is boundless,” he adds. “In the long
term I expect GAC to become a strong player in this market. 
The GAC team has the network, knowledge and contacts to be
the first choice for ship owners and charterers active in Brazil."

In another major move, Norway’s Wilhelmsen Ships Service,
says it is  revolutionising the way ships’ agency is handled, using
a globally coordinated approach to provide clients with a
streamlined and simplified means of handling multiple port calls.

The company took the opportunity at the Posidonia exhibition
in Glyfada to make the point that as there had been no significant
changes in the way ships’ agents had operated over the last few
decades with the market currently comprising 85% of local ship
agency companies, as such, the disadvantages of dealing with a
different agent at each port were clear. 

“Defining particular tasks to be done, following up to ensure
requirements are met, and receiving operational and
disbursement account reports in different formats for each port is
a burdensome task, the company said.

“Instructions need to be repeated, and to multiple agents in
different ports. Cost control is also limited by fluctuating prices
and unclear deliverables,” it added, stressing that the initiative
would simplify processes wherever a client’s vessel was situated.

A more predictable and structured way of managing multiple
port calls would allow customers “to experience” a more
predictable agency performance and less administrative work and
those making a service agreement would benefit  from a single
global agent coordinating all port calls handled by the company.

“There are big savings to be made by ship operators,
managers and charterers of vessels in using the same agent in
multiple ports,” the company said. “Dealing with one company on
a worldwide basis will streamline the customer’s operations and
bring about economies of scale.

“At the same time, port operations will be handled locally by
specialists with personal knowledge of the port and fluency in the
local language, who have contacts with all local service
providers,” Wilhelmsen Ships Service added.

30 Agency

"We operate in a world where clients want
more integrated service packages and
the savings that come out of it” 

Global giants
unveil major new initiatives

Rodrigo De Marco
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Sustainability of the growth in
major economies as well as the
price movement of
commodities and oil are key

issues affecting ship suppliers, and
nowhere more than in Singapore, the
world’s busiest port, with 140,000 vessel
calls annually. 

According to leading player, TEHO
Ropes, the crisis has had only minimal
impact on the company as there have
been few vessel cancellations while a
large number of vessels have required
replacement of ropes and other
hardware.

“With proper cost control and
inventory management, we were able
to ride through this crisis and will
continue to meet any challenges,” a
company spokesman said.

The key issue on the technical
front for Florida-based First Choice
Marine Supply is inventory, says
president, Greg Nielsen. 

“Our company is financially strong,
so we have been able to capitalise
on the lower prices offered by some
manufacturers due to their downturn
in sales. However, many companies
do not have the financial strength to
maintain or expand their inventory like
us and consequently, some items that
historically were readily available, now
have long lead times.”

“Other elements are consolidation
and diversity. Smaller players have
closed their doors or have been
acquired. The stronger companies
were more diverse going into the
recession and therefore, did not
typically see as substantial a downturn
or took the opportunity to expand. We
purchased a company two years ago
and it was a great acquisition for us.”

Mr Nielsen said the number of
active players was shrinking while his

company’s revenues had grown. He
believed the recession had afforded
more opportunities because it tended
to weed out weaker companies.  

“We have been fortunate and
experienced good growth. However we
did need to be more careful extending
credit, and in some cases, work on
tighter margins.

“Much of what we do as a ship
supplier, is something that no matter
how intelligent the person, it still takes
years of experience to know how to do
the job well. We have developed an in
house training programme that has
worked well. However, experienced
staff in all aspects of the maritime
community seems to be a constant
source of concern,” he said.

S     afety of operation, quality of
manufacture and operational
procedures are major issues in
the use at sea or in port of

ropes, chains and anchors. Manufac-
turers and suppliers the world over
testify to the excellence of their product
and, aside from day-to-day operations,
it is usually only in time of disaster at
sea and during subsequent inquiries
that their claims can be fully tested. 

Much, of course, depends on how
ships’ officers and crews maintain and
use these items. The importance of
understanding these procedures can
never be underestimated and these
are issues the International Maritime
Organization addressed in 2004 with
regard to guidance for masters
keeping a safe anchor watch and in
May 2008, when it issued guidelines
for owners and operators preparing
emergency towing procedures.

IMO rules
Standardindustry

the
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despite the global downturn
By Christopher Mayer

   Sentiment is
Bullish
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Deepsea Rope
Heavy Lift slings

Mooring ropes
Mooring wire ropes

Mooring tails

Email: sales@jlrope.com
Website: www.jlrope.com
Tel: 0086-514-88316000
Fax: 0086-514-88316222

JIULI ROPE CO., LTD.
JIULI ROAD, GENGGENG INDUSTRIAL PARK,
BAOYING, YANGZHOU CITY, JIANGSU, PRC.

Manufacturers, suppliers, owners,
operators, ships’ crews, salvors among
others would be well-advised to keep
copies close to hand.

The guidance on safe anchor watch
stipulates that the master of every ship at
an unsheltered anchorage, at an open
roadstead or any other virtually "at sea"
conditions is bound to ensure that watch
keeping arrangements are adequate for
maintaining a safe watch at all times. A
deck officer shall at all times maintain
responsibility for a safe anchor watch.

In determining the watch keeping
arrangements, and commensurate with
maintaining the ship’s safety and security
and the protection of the marine
environment, the master shall take into
account all pertinent circumstances and
conditions such as:

maintaining a continuous state of
vigilance by sight and hearing as well
as by all other available means

ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore
communication requirements

the prevailing weather, sea, ice and
current conditions

the need to continuously monitor
the ship’s position

the nature, size and characteristics 
of anchorage

traffic conditions

situations which might affect the
security of the ship

loading and discharging operations

the designation of stand-by crew
members

the procedure to alert the master 
and maintain engine readiness

The safe anchor watch guidelines have
been incorporated into the STCW
Convention amendments due to be
adopted at then end of June 2010.

Lengthier IMO guidelines relating to
emergency towing procedures are
intended to assist in carrying out the steps
to establish emergency towing
procedures, provide information on the
scope of the emergency towing booklet,
provide guidance for creating procedures
for towage and support the crew in
establishing the safest and most efficient
course of action to be taken when

confronted with an emergency that
requires towing.

In a stark observation, the IMO warns
owners, operators and crews that the
nature of an emergency does not allow
time for deliberation and that procedures
should be practiced beforehand. Towing
procedures should be maintained onboard
ship for ready use by the ship’screw in
preparing their ship for towage in an
emergency and crew should have good
knowledge of equipment stowage location
and accessibility. Crew should also be
aware of power availability required for
winches and tools.

According to the guidelines, the
owner/operator should ensure that the
ship is inspected and its capability to be
towed under emergency situations is
evaluated.

Onboard equipment and available
procedures should be reviewed. The ability
of the ship to be towed from bow and
stern should be evaluated and the
following items reviewed:

line handling procedures (passing and
receiving messenger lines, towlines,
bridles)
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First Choice Marine Supply 

Serving the Southeastern
U.S., Caribbean, Central

and South America

� Largest supplier of mooring lines in the Southeast
� All sizes of nylon, polypro, polydac, manila available

� Certificates provided on all product
� Maxima, Maxiflex, Perma in stock    

TAMPA 
120 N.. 20th Streett � Tampa, FL 33605
Tel:(813)223-7673 � Fax:(813)248-0751

SAVANNAH 
122 Pipemaker’s Circle, Unit 200 � Pooler, GA 31322

Tel:(912)998-0023 � Fax:(912)998-0028

www.FirstChoiceMarineSupply.com 

Deck & Engine � Full Provisions 
 Bonded Warehouse � Launch Services

Cabin Stores � Mooring Lines  
Spares in Transit � Commercial Fishing Supplies

Marine Supply 

FIRSTCHOICE

www.teho.com.sg 

Serving you through the key ports in
Singapore, Dubai, Antwerp,

Rotterdam, Houston & Shanghai

Teho International Inc Ltd.  (Listed on Singapore Stock Exchange)

Teho Ropes & Supplies Pte Ltd Singapore Office
T +65 6744 8777   F +65 6744 8788   E ropes@teho.cm.sg

Teho International (USA), LLC  US Office
T +1 336 480 7874   F +1 877 292 1442   E siewlian@teho.com.sg

Steel Wire Rope & Accessories
Synthetic Mooring Rope

Wirelock Cold Socketing Compound
Herc-Alloy 800 Chain & Fittings

Lifting & Lashing Equipment
Height Safety Gear

Rope Protector
Marine Equipment & Hardware

layout, structural adequacy and safe
working loads of connection points
(fairleads chocks, winches, bitts,
bollards) etc

Onboard tools and equipment available for
assembling the towing gear and their
locations should be identified. These should
include but not be limited to Chains, cables,
shackles, stoppers tools and line throwing
apparatus.

The Emergency Towing Booklet
should be ship specific and be presented
in a clear, concise and ready-to-use format
such as a booklet, plan, or poster  with
ship-specific data including ship’s name,
call sign, IMO number, anchor details
(shackle, connection details, weight, type,
etc), cable and chain details (lengths,
connection details, proof load, etc) height
of mooring deck(s) above base, draft
range and displacement range.

Comprehensive diagrams and
sketches should be available and include
assembly and rigging diagrams, towing
equipment and strong point locations and
equipment and strong point capacities
and safe working loads.

The IMO guidelines insist that ship-
specific procedures should be identified
during the ship’s evaluation and entered
accordingly in the Emergency Towing
Booklet and that they should include the
following:

a quick-reference decision matrix that
summarises options    under various
emergency scenarios such as weather
conditions (mild, severe), availability of
shipboard power (propulsion, on-deck
power), imminent danger of grounding,
etc

organization of deck crew (personnel
distribution, equipment distribution,
including radios, safety equipment,
etc.)

organization of tasks (what needs to
be done, how it should be done, what
is needed for each task, etc.)

diagrams for assembling and rigging
bridles, tow lines, etc, showing
possible emergency towing
arrangements for both fore and aft.
Rigged lines should be lead such that
they avoid sharp corners, edges and
other points of stress concentration;

power shortages and dead ship
situations, which must be 
taken into account, especially for the
heaving across of heavy 
towing lines.

a communications plan for contacting
the salvage/towing ship.

It should include damage or seaworthiness,
status of ship steering, propulsion, on deck
power systems, onboard towing
equipment, existing emergency rapid
disconnection system, forward and aft
towing point locations, equipment,
connection points, strong points and safe
working loads, towing equipment
dimensions and capacities and ship
particulars.

The advice on procedures also
encompasses evaluation of existing
equipment, tools and arrangements
onboard the ship for possible use in
rigging a towing bridle and securing a
towline, identification of any minor tools or
equipment providing enhanced ‘towability’
of the ship, inventory and location of
equipment onboard that can be used
during an emergency towing situation.
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Greek salvor Tsavliris responds to four key questions involving
the use of ropes, anchors and chains.

The Ship Supplier (TSS):
What do you feel are the key issues involving ropes, anchors and
chains impacting on how Tsavliris, as a major salvor, goes about its
business?

Tsavliris:
In the old days salvage tugs carried in their holds salvage anchors
– for ground tackle. This is not the case today – which is unfortunate
as the system is very useful as this traction system for securing
casualties and/or re-floating grounding ships.

TSS:
What has the economic downturn and maritime industry recession
meant for your company?

Tsavliris:
There is an increased difficulty in obtaining payment which causes
problems in maintaining a smooth cash flow. During this recession
there is a stronger inclination to go for a “cheaper” alternative
“quasi” salvor. This means the work that is done is not at a
professional salvor’s level and invariably this also creates increased
competition within an already competitive market.

TSS:
Is the information and advice from the likes of government, IMO and
others to owners, operators and ship managers – as well as
manufacturers, ports, salvors, the insurance industry et al relevant,
in your opinion?

Tsavliris:
Information and advice from all governing bodies and organisations
are of major relevance to the maritime industry. Any information that

is shared within the industry can be used to enhance one’s business
and ensures that everyone is kept up to date. 

TSS:
Do you feel that too much regulation or legislative/environmental
other demands are hampering the way you do business in these
financially difficult times?

Tsavliris: 
We do not believe that regulation and legislation hampers the way
we do business. On the contrary we believe that this is an aide in
keeping salvage at a professional level. An example of this is that we
fully support the current initiative taken by a the Committee Maritime
Internationale to revise Article 14 of the International Salvage
Convention 1989 and we are very pro-environmental and pro-
liability salvage.

How the
Salvor Works
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   “Although there are signs of recovery from the recession, the
maritime industry was the last to feel the downturn. I am banking
that we will also be the last to feel the recovery. Economic recovery
is a slow process,” says Andrew Jansons, president of North Star
Ship Chandler Inc in Montreal.

His key issue is the ‘unknown’ factor. Vessel owners, he says,
are still unsure of where they are going; many of their vessels are
still in tramp. And with North America (the US mainly) feeling the
recession, the downward impact on traditional contractual lines to
the company’s service area has been immense. 

“Shipping companies not operating on regular routes and
schedules makes the job of a ship supplier that much more
difficult, as we just don’t know how good our month will be in
advance, and working blind is never recommendable,” he says.
“There is still a lot of business, yet clients are counting every
decimal and we have noticed a disturbing trend emerging, that of
owners using the economic recession to their benefit. 

“By squeezing us to the maximum, and even a few going as
far as using it to justify leaving a bad debt, yet still operating
outside our legal reach (but to be fair, it is a very small fraction of
clients) they have moved towards taking advantage of the
situation.

“Add to that mix the falling market prices (in our area), which
are being driven down by debt-heavy suppliers (those who
require a high turnover and cash flow in order to satisfy those

monthly payments), whose banks would during normal economic
times allow more flexibility.” Mr Jansons insists that there is a
healthy market in terms of competition. As an owner, he would
‘love’ to see fewer chandlers in his service area in order to benefit
from a higher market share. “In terms of our revenue and
contribution to the overall global maritime industry I can only state
my opinion based on discussions with other ISSA members from
overseas/foreign markets. 

“From what I can tell our sales figures are higher by a larger
margin than our counterparts in certain areas, but I would also
assume their operating and living costs are proportionately less.
It’s very hard to judge our overall contribution to these figures.

“In order to counteract the effects of the recession, we have
taken measures to reduce our non-essential expenditures, reduce
our costs by improving our sourcing (such as the importation of
quality steel wires from foreign markets) and limiting our sales to
quality orders.

“We leave the low-margin sales for those who need cash flow
to make their ends meet. Since our overhead is low and always
has been, we focus on our steady customers and providing
quality service to all clients old and new, which low margin
suppliers cannot afford to provide. That is the real extent of our
economic counter measures.”

Thanks to the build-up of company resources in good years,
the lack of liabilities incurred in the past and with the market at its
current level with interest rates at record low levels, the company
is able to explore the options of aggressive expansion.

If planned properly, balanced aggressive expansion can take
form just in time to reap the rewards of a recovered market.

Government regulation in Canada is not as developed as the
rest of the world, he says. “We are still developing systems which
Europe has had for generations. If you look at the grand scheme,
Canada is only a junior nation, with much development left ahead
of it. We have enjoyed a relatively low level of government
regulation, legislation and enforcement.

“We see inconsistency in our Customs regulations over
regional areas, and there is little national legislation, and what little
there is left heavily to the interpretation of each individual regional
office. 

“There has been a recent push for standardisation and
nationalisation of the regulations, taking the interpretation away
from regional offices, which will result in more red tape.

The other major factor is the lack of acknowledgement and
definitions in place to cover the ship supplier industry. Most law
makers have never heard of a chandler and even fewer can
define what place we hold in the big picture.

North Star
focuses on cost and quality as recession bites

Andrew Janson
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In the 13 years since it was founded in Shanghai, Golden Harvest
Shipping Service Co has established a reputation for providing high-
quality services across the maritime range from heavy equipment,
chemicals and repairs to food, bonded stores, laundry services and
newspapers. 

Headquartered in Shanghai with 100 staff, the company has
branches in Guangzhou, Qingdao and Tianjin and another 40
representatives, all operating on a round-the-clock basis. 

Main ship owner customers come from Germany, Greece,
Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and the Philippines and a
subsidiary company, Golden Harvest International Trading handles
Chinese stores’ exports. A branch office opened in Dubai in 2008
“is booming despite the economic crisis”, according to founder,
director Tom Chen.

A graduate in marine engineering, Mr Chen was a teacher at
Shanghai Maritime University before setting up his own company.
“China was not that open at the time and competition was not that
strong, though it had joined the World Trade Organization and my
view was that if you have the source and the customer you can find
the business,” he says.

“Ship supply was not big business: less attention was paid
towards it and government did not react to the demands of our
association. It’s all changed now with some 150 companies in
Shanghai where we operate from a 5,000sq m warehouse and
office area utilising an electronic management system to avoid
handling mountains of paperwork.

Most of the products supplied are manufactured in China. The
inventory includes food and 5,000 items encompassing everything
from gloves to scissors. Spare parts for larger items manufactured
in co-operation with foreign companies are bought in on demand.
“China is a big production country 80% of stores exported around
the world come from China,” he says.

The company’s credit terms normally extend to 90 days though
some owners stretch payment to six months. “Most are reliable
though some are a little slow, but there’s never a non-payer
because reputation in shipping is very important,” Mr Chen says.

With 149 competitors in Shanghai alone he is only too aware of
the need to market the company, principally at major maritime
gatherings including Posidonia and Sea Japan. “We have a saying
in China that if you want to do something you must make the effort
to make sure everyone knows you. You must consider price and
good quality, competitive onboard delivery prices and after-sales
services,” he says. 

Mr Chen says the company is looking to build on its Dubai
expansion where the staff of 15 comprises Chinese managers and

Indian nationals. “Dubai is a strong competitive market and a big
challenge for us and I think our next one could be in the United
States, in Houston or New Orleans for instance.”

The logic is clear. Competition is fierce in traditional areas of
interest on the US west coast from Los Angeles to Seattle and
either Houston or New Orleans could offer a lower cost base.

A European outlet could also be on the distant horizon
because, as Mr Chen says: “Everything is possible given that
Chinese stores and good production are our strong point.”

Mr Chen was elected chairman of the Shanghai Ship
Suppliers Association in 2008 and Golden Harvest is a member
of the International Marine Purchasing Association. ISSA rules
preclude membership by local associations but Mr Chen says he
would welcome membership of ISSA at a later stage if all the
parameters were in place.

Golden
Harvest

reaps the rewards

“Most important of all is our reputation in the 
marketplace. And the services we offer. In the past there 
has sometimes been the feeling that some Chinese
companies have cheated owners by providing low quality
services; this is changing and reliability, reputation,
good service and high quality have been the foundation 
stones for making our company strong in the market”

Tom Chen
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United Chandlers brings together ten of North America's premier ship supply 
companies to give you the complete ship supply service you demand.

With over 500 years cumulative experience in ship supply, United Chandlers
can service your vessel's needs wherever it is needed.

Our teams of supply professionals are here 24/7 to ensure your vessel receives 
the care and attention it demands. United Chandlers partner companies are 
specialists in professional vessel supply and chandlery whether from Montreal 

to Vancouver; from Philadelphia to Mobile, or from Houston to California.

United Chandlers
Strength in

depth and quality

Innovation, integrity and unity,
our key to quality

service in North America

Call today +1 (312) 895-4551
www.unitedchandlers.com sales@unitedchandlers.com

DELAWARE SHIP SUPPLY Philadelphia
R S STERN Baltimore ~ PELTZ MARINE Norfolk
SEAGULF MARINE Montreal, Halifax, Great Lakes

TRITON MARINE Vancouver ~ KAMIL SHIP SUPPLY Mobile
EMS SHIP SUPPLY USA LTD Houston

HARBOR SHIP SUPPLY Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle
LIBERTY MARINE SERVICES Florida ~ KLAUSEN-GESTBY  Boston

Diary Dates 2010

7-10 Sept SMM
Hamburg, Germany                                             www.hamburg-messe.de/smm

15-16 Sept                                       IMPA Convention & Exhibition
London, England www.impa.net

24-25 Sept India Shipping Summit
Mumbai www.seatrade-global.com

27 Sept Africa Energy Week
Cape Town www.cwcaew.com/

6 Oct Greek Shipping Summit
Athens www.seatrade-global.com

9 Nov Turkish Shipping Summit
Istanbul www.seatrade-global

29 Nov 11th World LNG Summit
Barcelona www.cwcaew.com/

Web Links
ISSA www.shipsupply.org

Ship Registers www.jamaicaships.com

Ship Management Services www.bs-shipmanagement.com

Public Relations and Marketing www.elabor8.co.uk
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Class rules
reliability and cost the driving factors 

Expensive coatings are becoming more prevalent as the
shipping industry reacts to increasing legislation, environ-
mental and operational demands posed by the challenges
of the Artic Circle, where almost 25% of the world’s oil and

gas remains, and as classification societies prepare to offer owners
the option of extending dry docking periods from five to seven-and-
a-half years.

Danish giant A.P. Møller-Maersk and the American Bureau of
Shipping have reached an agreement for a pilot programme,
approved by the Danish Maritime Authority, for 14 of the owner’s
containerships to undergo two underwater examinations before
the traditional out-of-water drydocking inspection is required. A
pre-requisite is that marine coatings manufacturers guarantee
their hull and tank coatings to last for the extended period.

Steen Nygaard Madsen, director and fleet manager, technical
vessel operation at Maersk Line believes it only natural that the
“tremendous improvements” in newbuilding techniques, coatings
and application requirements and the tools available to track the
structural condition of a vessel’s hull be reflected in the manner in
which surveys are conducted.

Some foul release hull coatings systems are being offered
with 10 year performance guarantees, while some hard coat type
systems are claimed to require only one coat throughout a
vessel’s lifetime.

The improvement to the maintenance and recoating of
vessels coated with foul release type systems is the main reason
why Danish coating manufacturer Hempel has developed Nexus
X-Tend. Introduced at the beginning of 2010, the tie-coat speeds
the dry docking process by enabling ships to re-enter service up
to one day earlier than usual, potentially offering operators
savings of thousands of dollars in drydock rent, surface
preparation time and vessel inactivity. The manufacturer believes
ship owners could save around $100,000 per vessel.

The new tie-coat ostensibly makes it easier to paint over an
old silicone coating, essentially making Hempasil X3, Hempel’s
foul release coating, as simple to apply as a conventional
antifouling. 

Marie Bakholdt Anderson, Hempel’s group product manager
says: “Previously, a ship with a foul release coating underwent a
multi-phase maintenance procedure on damaged areas. The ship
was washed down and any damaged areas were blasted or
hydroblasted. Two coats of anticorrosive paint where applied on
the touch-up and repair areas, followed by a tie-coat and a
topcoat. Finally, any overlapping areas were removed with high
pressure fresh water, and a full Hempasil X3 topcoat was applied.
This was a long and time-consuming process.”

With Nexus X-Tend, touching-up and repairing damaged
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areas is a smoother process which delivers a better result. It has
better adhesive properties and adheres extremely well to a wide
range of substrates. As a result, the final system is stronger. 

While Hempasil X3 has achieved more than 60 ship
references to date, expensive re-docking procedures have
prevented the large scale take-up of foul release technologies.
The most recent Hempasil X3 applications have been to several
A.P. Møller-Maersk containerships, the VLCC New Vitality and the
Italian owned ferry Moby Wonder. However, their use is expected
to rise from less than 10% to more than 20% over coming years. 

The latest foul release coating offer from Norway’s Jotun is
SeaLion Repulse, a coating that uses nano-technology to repel
marine fouling organisms. Through nanoscale engineering a
repellent silicone layer is created on the surface of the new
coating that extends into the water to create a layer that acts as
nano-scaled springs. When the spring-like structures are
compressed, a counter force is developed to provide release and
repellent properties. This is said to give a smoother surface than
conventional foul release coatings and provides up to 10 years
lifetime of the coating system under normal conditions.

Jotun believes that SeaLion Repulse will appeal to operators
of cruise ships, many of whom have applied foul release-type
coatings to their vessels. 

Leading tanker operator Teekay, meanwhile, has chosen
Jotun’s antifouling systems SeaQuantum and SeaMate for
application to its vessels trading in Brazilian waters – water
notorious for their extreme fouling. SeaQuantum has been applied
to the vertical sides of the vessels and a duplex system
combining SeaQuantum and SeaMate applied to the vessels flat
bottoms. 

According to the Norwegian coatings supplier: “Although we
have been one of the two main suppliers for Teekay for many
years, one shuttle tanker, Navion Marita, has been trading with
our main competitor’s antifouling, and this resulted in several
underwater cleanings and a high risk of speed penalties. Vessels
using SeaQuantum usually show clean underwater hulls with no
speed loss in similar conditions.”

The Navion Marita was recently coated with Jotun products

during a drydocking in Malaysia. Jotun says: “The future dry dock
cost savings are enormous, as a clean hull is achieved with only a
wash and repair of minor corrosion spots. The alternative could
be a full blast refurbishment due to the high amount of fouling.
Not paying attention to a suitable tailor made antifouling system
and instead applying the cheapest option will result in extra
downtime and the need for more materials to be applied.”

Frequent port calls with short voyages, and a high amount of
stand still/lowe speed operations in hot tropical waters are
challenging features of Teekay’s operations in the area. In
addition, a lot of ports in Brazil contain contaminated and greasy
waters. “This requires using high quality self-polishing and self-
cleaning antifouling systems like our SeaQuantum series,” Jotun
adds.

Market leader International Paint, the AkzoNobel group
member, led the way with the development and introduction of
foul release coatings systems for the marine industry with its
Intersleek range.

Intersleek 900 is providing valuable savings for Indian
operator Mercator Lines, one of India’s fastest growing shipping
companies.  In October 2007 the coating was applied to the
vertical sides of the 109,610dwt aframax tanker Prem Pride,
which operates at a speed of 14 knots. The resulting reduction in
fuel consumption of up to 9% convinced the Indian owner to coat
the entire underwater hull of fleet mate Prem Divya in June 2008.

“Detailed performance monitoring of the Prem Divya has
confirmed that we are now achieving up to nine per cent
reduction in fuel consumption under comparable conditions,” said
Amit Agarwal, general manager of Mercator Lines. 

In addition to reduced fuel consumption, International claims
that Intersleek 900 has also cut greenhouse gas emissions to the
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environment by over 11,000 tonnes of CO2, 100 tonnes of SOx
and 200 tonnes of NOx.

One hard coat type antifouling system that is increasing
attracting the attention of ship operators is Ecospeed, developed
by Belgium’s leading underwater technology company Subsea
Industries, also operator on the Hydrex underwater maintenance
and cleaning operation. 

Hydrex claims that the Ecospeed ship hull performance
technology lasts the lifetime of a vessel and that the need for full
recoating during future drydockings is eliminated. Ecospeed is an
impermeable and extremely tough coating combined with an
underwater cleaning system which keeps a vessel’s hull
roughness at an optimum level and results in major fuel savings. 

Ecospeed is claimed to be 100% non-toxic technology and is
guaranteed for 10 years, with its surface texture improving over
time with regular in-water hull maintenance.

One ship operator benefiting from the use of Ecospeed is
cruise line Disney.  When the US-based operator’s 294m Disney
Wonder drydocked at Freeport’s Grand Bahamas Shipyard last

December  after sailing with Ecospeed on its hull for three years,
only minor parts of the underwater hull, accounting for around 2%
of the surface area, needed touching-up. Moreover, no new paint
layers were required on the rest of the underwater hull, reported
Subsea Industries.  Consequently, there was no need for a full
repaint job to be carried out and the cruise vessel was able to
leave dry dock earlier than would have been the case if an
extensive repaint job had been required. 

“There will also no need to repaint the vessel during future
drydockings as Ecopseed maintains its smoothness throughout
its lifetime,” said marketing director Kristof Adam.  After another
cruise line, the UK’s Saga, saw the condition of the Ecospeed
system on the drydocked Disney vessel, it also made the decision
to use this coating on its newly acquired Saga Pearl II (ex Astoria)
which recently completed a £20m refit by Harris Pye Group at the
Swansea Dry Dock facility in the UK.    

When using conventional coatings, a vessel’s average hull
roughness will tend to gradually increase as a result of the build-
up of paint layers and the general deterioration of the paint
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system, causing increased fuel consumption. Ecospeed,
however, is combined with an underwater cleaning and
conditioning system, devised to remove any marine fouling at an
early stage of development. This procedure is facilitated by
Ecospeed’s non-stick properties that make it difficult for fouling
organisms to attach to the hull.

According to Mr Adam, cleanings can be repeated whenever
needed during the vessel’s lifespan, “without causing damage or
deterioration in quality, and can even significantly improve the
coating’s surface characteristics. This quality gives ship owners
the opportunity to have their ship’s hull restored to an optimum
condition whenever the ship is being brought back into operation
again, without any additional financial setback. This sets
Ecospeed entirely apart from antifouling paints that deteriorate
over time.”

Over the past 12 months Subsea Industries has also opened
up a number of new facilities to allow the company to maintain
vessels using Ecospeed on a global basis. “We now have a
worldwide network of approved service stations enabling us to
cater for the needs of our customers at all times,” said Mr Adam.

Another user of Ecospeed is Germany’s Peter Döhle
Shipmanagement. Ecospeed was applied to the hull of its 868teu

containership Baltic Swan during a drydocking in March 2008 at
the Nordenwerft shipyard. The vessel recently drydocked at
Damen Ship Repair’s yard in Pernis, Rotterdam and inspection of
the underwater hull area showed no fouling or coating
deterioration.  

And following successful results with four ro-ro newbuildings
from Germany’s Flensburger Schiffbau-Gesellschaft, Belgian ro-ro
operator Cobelfret has contracted for the coating of the thrusters
tunnels of five further newbuildings. 

Quick repairs at sea when
emergencies arise
A division of Performance Polymers Europe which has more than
25 years experience in the design, development and production of
UV curing, epoxy and methacrylate bonding agents, claims it has a
simple and proven solution that will work whenever emergencies
arise at sea and immediate repair is required to pumps, valves, ‘A’
brackets or the vessel’s fabric.  

The division, ITW Devcon, designs and manufactures high
performance maintenance and repair products
which have been used extensively throughout the 47
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world’s marine industry. “Proven in the most extreme climatic
conditions, they provide solutions from general maintenance to
emergency repairs while at sea.

A number of Devcon putties are qualified under military
specifications and classifications,” the company says.

According to the company, its range of epoxies and flexanes
(flexible polyurethanes) “take up next to no storage space and
allow plant maintenance personnel with minimal training to make
quick yet effective repairs.” 

Common components that can be repaired using Devcon
compounds include A brackets and kort nozzles. Any metal
framework situated on the exterior of the ship is subject to
rusting,

A brackets and kort nozzles are prone to pitting and once this
becomes heavy enough, Devcon WR-2 or Devcon Aluminium
Putty F are frequently used to reform a smooth rust-resistant
surface with some load bearing properties.  Brushable Ceramic
can be used as a protective coating.

Others are:

Rope guard bolt holes. Rope guards function in an extremely
abrasive environment and require frequent repair.  WR-2 is
used to rebuild corroded and abraded areas to recreate flat
and even mating faces to reduce wear and extend bolt-hole
life.

Propeller balancing holes. Bronze putty is used to repair and
rebuild propeller balancing holes where wear has created
uneven mating faces.

Pumps, impellors and valves. Onboard pumps are moving

large quantities of sea water which is extremely abrasive and
causes pitting and erosion which reduces pump life and
efficiency.  During refits and refurbishments, WR-2 is used to
rebuild areas of wear.

“Once the profile of pump lining, valve lining and impellors has been
recovered, Brushable Ceramic is used to give a wear resistant lining
to extend component life.  The two colour system BC red and blue
can be used to give a visual indication of areas of maximum wear,”
the manufacturer states.

Shipping routes/rubber fenders.  Devcon Flexane 60 and 80
and GFR 40 Flame Retardant Rubber can be used for
repairing Rubber Fenders or for deck caulking, re-sealing
shipping routes or general rubber repairs.

Bearings and shafts. Bearing and shaft wear contributes to
reduced efficiency and WR-2 or Devcon Titanium Putty offer
quick and easy repair to these components.

Tanks and casings. Devcon epoxy repairs can be carried out
on casings while holes can be filled in leaking tanks or pipe
work and in many areas where general welding is not
practical or viable.

Mould production.  Situations might arise where there is an
urgent need to make small on-site temporary parts. Devcon
flexane and epoxy liquids can be used for making moulds for
use in reverse engineering.

Non-structural metal repair.  Ship’s fabric is prone to rusting -
in particular in areas where sea water can pool and
accumulate - such as behind electrical distribution boxes.
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Development of electronic navigation systems marks an
exciting though uncertain time for the shipping industry as
owners, managers and suppliers grapple with changing
demands and changing technologies.

A year ago the International Maritime Organization adopted
amendments to the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention,
specifying that ships engaged on international voyages must be
fitted with an Electronic Chart Display and Information System. This
new regulation will be in force from 2012, though specific deadlines
depend on the tonnage and vessel type in question. In response to
these new regulations, ECDIS and electronic chart manufacturers
have been working to further develop the capabilities of this
technology.

The UK Hydrographic Office has responded to the new
regulations by launching its Admiralty Vector Chart Service, a facility
which combines UKHO data with that of its sister offices worldwide,
providing official berth to berth coverage of 2,165 ports and over
10,600 charts. The AVCS is employed by over 450 shipping
companies and the UKHO has confirmed it is working with
equipment manufacturers worldwide to pre-install the service onto
ECDIS devices. 

One supplier of the AVCS is French agent Riviera Charts and
according to Simon Jackson, managing director, electronic
navigational charts can offer “real benefits” in reducing the workload
of crew, particularly in eradicating the “very time consuming” task of
maintaining paper charts. However, Mr Jackson added that not all
seafarers are keen to embrace these new technologies: “Electronic

navigation is essentially different to paper navigation - those who
have a strong background in traditional methods may be resistant
to change.” 

Unfortunately for those who cling to their paper charts with
nostalgic dedication, electronic navigation is a reality which even
computer-phobic crew must now face. Thankfully, training providers
understand the diverse requirements of mariners with navigational
responsibilities and both new and experienced seafarers can gain
an enhanced understanding of working with ENCs. British training
provider ECDIS Limited offers a flag state approved programme
which builds on the IMO’s generic 1.27 model course: The
Operational Use of ECDIS. Mark Broster, managing director said: “If
you are well-trained then electronic navigation can add substantial
safety to the vessel. ECDIS has many added features which
enhance safety and is pro-active against grounding if utilised and
configured properly.”

This emphasis on the ‘proper’ use of ECDIS through
appropriate training is paramount, particularly for shipmanagement
companies who must ensure compliance with SOLAS and the
IMO’s convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping. Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement has confirmed
that its maritime training centres in Limassol and the Philippines are
soon to be equipped with ECDIS, although the company’s vessels
do not legally have to meet IMO changeover regulations until
around 2017. 

Group marketing and communications director Adonis Violaris
confirmed that the company was “taking action with regards to the

Charting
a course towards an exciting future
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training needs of seafarers”. Mr Violaris added that sister company
Telaccount Overseas was leading the changeover project and was
currently identifying which brands of ECDIS would be appropriate.

In a similar effort, Singapore-based MTM Shipmanagement is
providing ECDIS tuition for its seafarers, ahead of official
implementation dates.

“We have established an ECDIS simulator training course in
our training institute. All our seafarers are being trained on this
simulator in a phased manner and as such, we will have suitable,
qualified and competent seafarers by the time the regulation
comes into force,” said Saran Anand, marine superintendent.

Price war warning
However, not all companies are this dedicated in planning the

switch to electronic navigation. Although appropriate systems are
widely available at present, many industry sources who spoke
with The Ship Supplier predicted an ECDIS price war in future. As
deadlines draw near, those who are ill-prepared for the
changeover may be keen to purchase systems which offer
minimal compliance with IMO regulations at low prices.

Anders Rydlinger, head of product development at Transas
Marine International said: “Just selecting the cheapest equipment
will not be an economically sound decision.” He added:
“Experience in developing and dealing not only with ECDIS but all
the services related to it, will be more important than equipment
price.”

Mr Rydlinger also described TMI’s Navi-Planner 4000; a new

product comprising databases, applications and services
intended for voyage planning. The system incorporates AtoBviaC
auto routing software which Lars Littke, product manager of
onboard systems at TMI says enables mariners to quickly and
accurately generate initial routes for preparation, calculation,
modification and analysis. With advanced systems already on the
market, shipping companies may opt to future proof their vessels
by investing in products which perform far beyond basic IMO
requirements. 

A further advantage of paperless navigation is that software
developers are responding promptly to chart mistakes and ECDIS
faults. In April 2009, the International Hydrographic Office raised
concerns over a presentation fault, whereby some shoal
soundings were omitted from ECDIS displays.

In response, navigation software specialist Jeppesen has
released the dKART sounding to obstruction tool; an application
designed to review ECDIS ENC libraries for concealed soundings
before fixing them and supplying a comprehensive report of these
modifications. 

Such applications may prove invaluable in ensuring
comprehensive ENC coverage and chart updates - a prevalent
issue, as the hazards of using out of date charts are well
documented. In January, the London P&I Club reported on its
experiences of claims where out of date paper charts were a
contributory cause of accidents.

Ian Barr, a director with the club, described how one ship
dropped its anchor onto a submarine cable, while using an
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outdated chart which predated the laying of the cable.
Another vessel struck a hazardous wreck whilst the bridge

team were using a current chart but which they had failed to
update with appropriate corrections showing the wreck.

Arguably, human error is a problem which is unlikely to be
solved by technology alone. Mr Barr emphasised the need for
officers to be trained to “follow best practice” adding: “Mistakes,
negligence and incompetence are what lead to the claims we deal
with - it really is simple things that lead to expensive mistakes.”

Tim Keegan, Head of Safety at the Liberian flag, agreed that
human errors in inputting data from a global positioning system
could result in an unsafe condition.

He stressed the importance of ensuring compliance with
STCW & SOLAS and added: “the safe navigation of a ship will
depend on the knowledge and ability of the navigator.”

Despite these concerns, Mr Keegan confirmed that LISCR are
embracing electronic navigation and argued that with proper
training, ECDIS will enable officers to spend less time acquiring
position and chart corrections and more time making visual
observations.

As a consequence of these perceived improvements in bridge
efficiency, there are concerns that electronic navigation could
signal a reduction in crew numbers over time. Dave Chow, from
Admiralty chart agency Motion Smith, said: “Ship owners, who
are fully paperless, have the option to reduce their headcount for
crew members onboard.

The job of correcting and maintaining paper charts onboard

may now become obsolete.” 
The expectation that ECDIS will improve efficiency on the

bridge is accompanied by claims regarding the environmental and
economical values of investing in electronic navigation. Mark
Broster of ECDIS Limited clarified how electronic navigation can
offer savings on fuel consumption: “With the right training and to
some degree the right ECDIS, you can really use the system to
achieve the best, most cost-effective route.

Greater efficiency
For example, some ECDIS systems allow you to automatically

break down a great circle into manageable equal segments, far
more efficiently and effectively than you could on paper, especially
if there is a last minute change in plan.

“This can ensure a definite fuel economy advantage over
paper charts.”  

According to the UKHO, many shipping companies agree that
ECDIS holds financial advantages. In May, the organisation held
an electronic navigation event for shipping company
representatives at the International Maritime Museum in Hamburg. 

According to Hayley Jopson, head of UKHO marketing,
almost 80% of attendees agreed that “there are real business
benefits” in switching to electronic navigation, whilst almost half
believed that such technology will “increase the efficiency of their
crew”. Ultimately, shipping companies will be keen to develop
electronic navigation strategies based on their company’s specific
needs. 



52 Profile Thomas Gunn

The passing into force in 2008 of IMO rules making mandatory the
implementation of ECDIS onboard all ships by 2018 was what the
chart and navigation sector was waiting for. But as Thomas Gunn,
managing director of Thomas Gunn Navigation Services Ltd
stressed, what the industry is demanding is an effective way of
compressing data so the broadband revolution that is changing the
way shipowning offices communicate with their ships can handle 
e-mail updates to paper and electronic charts as well as the all-
important Hydrographic Office Notice to Mariners.

“I established the company 33 years ago in Aberdeen and we
have been an Admiralty chart distributor for the last 30 years,
supplying paper charts, navigation publications and for the last 10
years, electronic charts,” he told The Ship Supplier in an interview
at Posidonia.

“We couldn’t have developed our Voyager software until
recently because of the inadequate level of broadband
communications onboard the world’s ships. Emailing data to
vessels was always quite difficult but now with the advent of Fleet
77 and other modern communications onboard ship, it has made
the job a lot easier.”

For many years Thomas Gunn has been supplying the
Hydrographic Office-produced Notice to Mariners to all vessels
trading worldwide. This is an important document containing all
the corrections, alterations and amendments for the UKHO's
worldwide series of Admiralty Charts and Publications. Published
weekly in several formats but best known as the weekly booklets,
it is despatched directly from the UKHO.

But as Mr Gunn stressed: “You can imagine the difficulties
involved because when you are supplying charts to a vessel, it is
like hitting a moving target. The ship may be loading oil or
bunkers in a short port berth time window and you have to
connect with the agent to get the stuff delivered onboard the
ship. 

“When a vessel comes into port, the captain, officers and crew
are inundated with extra workload, not to mention the numerous
inspections by above all port state control. The first thing a PSC
inspector does is go onto the bridge and look at your charts to see
when they were last corrected. If a tanker has been on a long
passage and has not received any navigation data from the chart
agent for three to four weeks, then it could be in trouble.”

The answer clearly lies in broadband and email connectivity
between the ship and shore. And as Mr Gunn contends, the
processes are improving as more and more ships become
connected. 

“Our IT department has developed Voyager so we now receive
the information directly from the UKHO to our server and our
software in turn turns that paper book into a digital book so we can
send it directly to the ship. We have developed this compression
module which means larger pieces of data or cells can be sent to
the ship in smaller compressed data sizes,” he added. 

Thomas Gunn has not stopped there: while versions one and
two of Voyager relate to the transmission of paper charts and
notices to mariners, version three which is under test at the
moment, relates to digital products where the file sizes can
invariably be significantly larger. Data compression rates for versions
one and two are up to 60% of the original file size. This has resulted
in over 1,000 ships signing up to the Voyager package. Transmitting
electronic chart updates for ECDIS is the future and work is
underway through version three to come to a point where even
larger 30mb files can be compressed to an extent that they can be
emailed to the bridge.

Small

“You can imagine the difficulties involved
because when you are supplying charts
to a vessel, it is like hitting a moving target”

“I established the company 33 years ago in
Aberdeen and we have been an Admiralty
chart distributor for the last 30 years, supplying
paper charts, navigation publications 
and for the last 10 years, electronic charts”
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can be beautiful when it
comes to data retrieval

Thomas Gunn
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Web: www.scardana.com
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Web: www.saemah.com
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“We’ve completed the integration of Navmaster ECDIS with e-
Navigator early on so that our customers will be able to benefit from
the UKHO’s product as soon as it is released to them,” said PC
Maritime marketing director, Anne Edmonds. 

“Currently e-Navigator is being trialled onboard a number of
vessels before the UKHO releases it into the market.  Once it is
distributed to end-users, Navmaster users will be able to export
their existing routes into e-Navigator and make full use of its
passage-planning and chart ordering features. Equally, future
customers will be able to create their routes in e-Navigator and
then export them into the Navmaster ECDIS,” she added.

The e-Navigator compatible Navmaster ECDIS was on display
at Podidonia through Poly Thomas Gunn, fully supported  by John
Lilley & Gillie.

As the graphic shows, a route created in Navmaster ECDIS is
exported to the the UK Hydrographic Office’s e-Navigator for chart

Founded by John Singer in Barcelona in 1963 as a ship chandler, CISAM
SL has evolved into an international reference for ship supply,
recognised for price, service and quality and as a partner always ready
to tackle the challenges of the shipping industry.

Since the death of Mr Singer’s son Claudio in 2001, the family-

owned company has continued to search for better and more

effective ways to offer best possible services and quality at the

most competitive cost. 

As part of this objective, CISAM has expanded its network

in Spain, opening two facilities in the ports of Valencia and

Algeciras.

The addition of the new branches means CISAM now

meets customer needs along the Spanish coast, operating

from four strategic locations - Barcelona, Tarragona, Valencia

and Algeciras – while still providing the highest levels of

personal attention that this experienced and committed team

has been offering for almost 50 years.

CISAM supplies between 10 and 15 cargo ships each day

and has developed a key niche in the cruise sector. The

company offers a wide range of products and is constantly

seeking of new sources to improve its competitiveness both in

prices and branding.

calculation and comparison with existing chart holdings.
Conversely, routes created in e-Navigator can be sent to
Navmaster ECDIS.

CISAM
Evolving to stronger things

Navmaster ECDIS and UK Hydrographic Office
e-navigator take centre-stage at Posidonia
UK-based PC Maritime’s Navmaster ECDIS is now fully compatible
with the UK Hydrographic Office e-Navigator platform.
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The Netherlands associate of UK ship supplier Admiral Harding,
Harding Marine Services Rotterdam, has landed a two-year general
stores and victualling contract with BP Shipping covering supplies
to the 54-strong fleet serving Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Antwerp and
other ports in the northern European range.

Harding Marine Rotterdam, established in 2005, will provide
all deck, engine, cabin, provisions and bonded stores through its
software system Microsoft Dynamics NAV, which will be linked
with BP Shipping’s IT purchasing system.       

Admiral Harding itself was formed in 2005 through a merger
between Avonmouth (Bristol) shipchandler Admiral Marine
Supplies and Harding Brothers. The company operates from 11
locations in the UK and also has overseas associate offices in
Dubai and India.    

Orolia Group member McMurdo Ltd has introduced the RESCUER
2 search and rescue transponder, a 9GHz X-band radar
transponder designed in accordance with IMO/GMDSS and
SOLAS requirements to operate in the most demanding marine
environments. 

RESCUER 2 automatically transmits an emergency response
signal when a radar signal is received from a vessel or aircraft.
Rescuer 2’s emergency signal is then displayed on nearby ships’
radar enabling its position to be pinpointed easily. The signal
identifies the survival craft on the radar screen by means of a
stream of 12 in-line dots.  When in use, RESCUER 2 will remain
in standby mode for over 96 hours.

According to McMurdo Ltd, a global leader in the production
of emergency positioning indicating rradio beacons, personal
locator beacons, search and rescue transponders and VHF

radios, RESCUER 2’s design makes it ideal for packing in life rafts
or as a carry-off device. 

Supplied with mounting pole, bracket and lanyard, RESCUER 2 is
buoyant and waterproof to 10m, weighs 360g, and has a five year
replaceable battery. It has both audio and visual indication of
operation and has a built in test facility. 
NACE International, The Corrosion Society and the National Center 

McMurdo Ltd’s
RESCUER 2 makes its debut

Harding Marine Rotterdam
LANDS BP SHIPPING
SUPPLIES TENDER
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NACE International, The Corrosion Society and the National
Center for Construction Education and Research, have made
their new Coating and Lining Applicator Specialist Level 1Training
available to anyone in the industrial coatings profession. 

The training supports the joint NACE No 13/SSPC-ASC-1
Standard for Industrial Coating and Lining Application
Specialist Qualification and Certification and successful
applicants will receive a joint certificate of completion from the
National Center for Construction Education and Research, the
not-for-profit education foundation. 

According to Houston-headquartered NACE, the joint
NACE/SSPC standard sets forth the requirements for
qualification and certification of an industrial coating and lining
application specialist, and may be referenced in a job
specification when citing personnel qualified to work on a job
site.

The standard cites a qualification and certification process
that includes all aspects of surface preparation and coating
application for steel and concrete surfaces of complex
industrial structures.   NACE is offering the new course
throughout North America. Training covers seven modules

including surface preparation, industrial coatings materials,
coating application, rigging, safety, debris management and
best practices. Applicants will participate in 220 hours of class
room training that may be taken in their own locality or in a
combination of locations of their choice.

“Provided the course work is taken through a National
Center for Construction Education and Research -accredited
sponsor, students may take written and practical
examinations, and upon successful completion they will be
listed in a national NCCER registry of trained coating
applicators.” 

Key to the success of the training programme was that
each successful applicant was not only listed, but may carry a
wallet card recognised by most major industrial coatings
companies, said NACE 

“The Level 1 course available now is designed to help
ensure competence on the job site, including compliance with
best practices, safety, and OSHA regulations.

The Level 2 course, anticipated for release in late 2010,
furthers the expertise with a focus on independent working
and decision-making on the job,” NACE added.

Norwegian marine equipment suppliers Noreq and Bergen
Group Dreggen have set up an office in Rio de Janeiro under
the banner Noreq – Bergen Group Dreggen to meet increasing
demand in both the shipping and offshore sectors.

Specialist Coatings and LINING TRAINING

Noreq managing director Styrk Bekkenes said the venture
would establish a sales network for the South American area and
subsequently serve as its base for after-sales and service
functions.

Earlier this year Noreq signed an agency agreement contract
with World Ocean Oco Ltd in South Korea.

Double Korean deal for Cargotec Finnish cargo machinery
company Cargotec, has received MacGregor cargo access
equipment orders from two South Korean companies for delivery
in 2011. 

One order is with Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
who has requested various ramps and doors, including the
largest jumbo quarter ramp ever ordered from Cargotec.

The other order is from Hyundai Mipo Dockyard for an Israeli
principal for two ramps, hoistable car decks with ramps for
internal access and bulkhead doors for two car carriers of 3,500
units.

Magnus Sjöberg, sales director at Cargotec, said it had
delivered equipment for over 250 PCTCs and ro-ros, making
Cargotec “the largest supplier of ro-ro equipment for these ship
types”. He said this was down to their cargo handling expertise
which allows for quicker ship turnaround times.  

From left to right Morten J. Pettersen (international sales and
marketing, Bergen Group Dreggen), Halldor Rongve (managing
director, Bergen Group Dreggen), Styrk Bekkenes (managing
director, Noreq) and Izabel Braz Harwood (NBIO)

Noreq and Bergen Group
DREGGEN IN RIO SUPPLIES LINK

New course is available throughout North America and applicants will spend over 200 hours in
class rooms either close to their own locality or in locations of their choice 






